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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background to the Study

Water is indispensable to human existence as every human being requires, at the very least, a minimum amount of water daily for their survival. Water is required to prevent dehydration, for individual hygiene, food preparation and house cleaning. Access to safe water thus enables one to live a healthier life and to participate effectively in the political, social, religious, cultural and economic sphere. However, 78 million people in the world currently do not have access to improved water sources. Every day, over 3600 children die from preventable water-related diseases, which is more than deaths from malaria, HIV/AIDS and measles combined. Worse still, water sources are becoming more scarce as the use for water both for individual and commercial purposes multiplies, coupled with the ever increasing population growth rates. It is estimated that in 2050, one in four people will live in a country faced with the challenge of chronically insufficient amounts of clean water. Water scarcity has also led to an increase in ‘water wars’ as was seen in the Middle East and more water conflicts are speculated to occur in the future.

These worrying trends have led to increased discussions on how to maximise water uses, cater for the needs of the marginalised and preserve water for future uses thus calling for the need for the prioritization of the human right to water. The recognition of the right to water can be traced from the 1977 UN Mar del Plata conference which emphasised that ‘all people whatever their stage of development and social and economic conditions, have the right to have access to drinking water in quantities and of a quality equal to their

---

1 De Albuquerque & Roaf On the Right track: Good practices in realising the right to water and sanitation (2012) 19.
2 De Albuquerque & Roaf (n1 above) 19.
3 De Albuquerque & Roaf (n1 above) 19- 20.
5 De Albuquerque & Roaf (n1 above) 20.
9 Salman & Mclnerney-Lankford (n7 above) 1-4.
basic needs’. The conference also established the ‘International Drinking Water Supply and Sanitation Decade (1981-1990).’

Several other conferences, declarations and resolutions continued affirming the right to water such as the 1992 International Conference on Water and Environment (Dublin Conference), 1992 UN Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED, Rio Summit), and the 1999 General Assembly Resolution on the Right to Development. In 1997, the UN General Assembly (UNGA) adopted the UN Convention on the Law of Non-Navigational Uses of International Water Courses. The Convention was different from the resolutions and declarations due to its binding nature, however, it did not emphasise the right to water but regarded water as an important human need. Additionally, in the early 2000s, the UNGA adopted several resolutions pertaining to water, which included a resolution declaring 2003 as the ‘International Year of Fresh Water’ and another one declaring the period 2005-2015 as the ‘International Decade for Action, Water for Life’.

However, the numerous documents that were adopted wavered between treating water as a basic need and as a right. Even those that acknowledged the right did not elaborate on its contents until the adoption of the General Comment No. 15 on water by the Committee on Economic Social and Cultural Rights (CESCR). This was supplemented by the 2010 United Nations General Assembly Resolution recognising the human right to water.

Furthermore, water is a socio-economic right and thus its recognition as an enforceable human right cannot be divorced from the evolution of socio-economic rights. Socio-economic rights have often lagged behind civil and political rights despite their importance and the interdependent nature of rights as emphasised by the Vienna Declaration. This general ambivalence to socio-economic rights has meant that a small number of countries explicitly provide for them as fully justiciable rights and others, such
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10 Salman & McLnerney-Lankford (n7 above) 7-9.
11 Salman & McLnerney-Lankford (n7 above) 7-12.
12 Salman & McLnerney-Lankford (n7 above) 12-14.
13 Salman & McLnerney-Lankford (n7 above) 13-14.
14 Salman & McLnerney-Lankford (n7 above) 15.
15 Salman & McLnerney-Lankford (n7 above) 15-16.
as Uganda, have relegated them to the directive principles of state policy, which are usually non-justiciable.\textsuperscript{19}

Additionally, the emergence of neo-liberalisation policies has further undermined the status of socio-economic rights on the African continent. In Africa, structural adjustment programmes were adopted by most of the countries to revive their failing economies.\textsuperscript{20} Despite bringing about economic growth, the policies pursued took the attention of the governments away from public welfare to private investment leading to substantial budgetary cuts to social sectors such as the water, education and health sectors, further undermining the development of socio-economic rights.\textsuperscript{21} Therefore, it is in this complex global, regional and national framework that the challenge to the realisation of the right to water in Uganda is situated.

1.2 Problem Statement

Uganda is considered to be endowed with several freshwater sources such as lakes, rivers and wetlands, which cover about 18\% of the total surface area of the country.\textsuperscript{22} The most important water source for Uganda is Lake Victoria, the second largest freshwater lake in the world as well as the source of the Nile, the longest river in the world.\textsuperscript{23} However, the water sources are unevenly distributed and also largely rely on the climatic changes. This calls for an urgent need for their sustainable management to ensure that they benefit all Ugandans.

Uganda is party to the numerous binding and non-binding documents recognising the right to water. Furthermore, the 1995 Constitution of Uganda provides for the right to safe water in the directive principles.\textsuperscript{24} However, the notion that water is a human right, to which every Ugandan is entitled, has not yet been fully appreciated by lawmakers, political leaders and researchers. The issue of water in Uganda is approached as a need and not as a right. Therefore, the laws and policies governing water usage in Uganda are

\textsuperscript{23} National Water Development Report (n22 above) xiv.
principally geared towards the economic benefits that accrue from this resource. For instance, the Water Statute 1997 and the National Water Policy 1999 were developed based on the guiding principles of the UN Conference on Environment and Development held in Rio de Janeiro 1992. One of the most fundamental principles that were embedded in both documents was the recognition of water as an economic good with an economic value that should be considered while distributing it.

As a result, despite the overall improvement in the access to water in Uganda, there are still huge disparities with access being concentrated in the urban centres. This leaves a bigger part of the population without access to an improved water source as it is estimated that 85.2% of the Ugandan population reside in rural areas. For instance, in 2012, access to safe water within 1km in the rural areas was 64% while access to safe water in the urban areas within 0.2km stood at 69%. Access to water for hand washing after latrine usage was at 27% in rural areas compared to 85% in urban areas. Such statistics however usually do not effectively depict the deep inequalities in access to water.

The effects of lack of access to water are far-reaching as they affect the sanitation sector, health sector, education sector and several others. For instance, in rural parts of Eastern Uganda, women spend 15-17 hours a week collecting water and some have to walk over 10 kilometres during the dry season. This translates to an average of 660 hours a year spent collecting water thus reducing their time for doing other productive work and resting, thus affecting their income. The issue of water scarcity also compromises the children’s capacity to access quality education as they spend a lot of time fetching water and end up missing school or arriving late.

Furthermore, fast population growth, increased industrialisation as well as rapid urbanisation pose an ever-increasing threat to the water sources. This rapid urbanization has led to increased informal settlement, increasing poverty levels and an acute shortage

---

28 Sector Performance Report 2012 ‘Foreword’ (n27 above).
29 Sector Performance Report 2102 ‘Foreword’ (n27 above).
31 Human Development Report (n30 above) 47.
of resources. About 49% to 64% of the total urban population live in slums and the capital city, Kampala, accounts for 63%. In most slum settlements, public water points are privately owned thus 82.3% of water points are paid for. The rest of the water sources are open wells whose water is mixed with a lot of unclean substances thus putting the slum dwellers at risk of contracting water borne diseases.

Therefore, this study examines the need for the incorporation of a rights-based approach in the laws, policies and institutions governing water distribution in Uganda. This is mainly because the human rights approach as stipulated by the Committee on Economic Social and Cultural Rights (CESCR) demands for the provision of accessible, acceptable, affordable and sufficient amounts of water for every individual. It also calls for the putting in place of measures to address the needs of the most vulnerable people in society. Finally, the human rights approach obliges the duty bearers to respect, promote, protect and fulfil individual’s water needs. Thus, human rights principles emphasise that by providing water, the government is not doing the population a favour but it is providing a service to which the population is entitled.

1.3 Significance of the Problem

This study is very vital and timely due to the increasing recognition that water resources are rapidly shrinking as a result of rapid population growth and industrialisation. Furthermore, neo-liberalisation policies such as privatisation have led to the abandonment of provision of key services such as water, sanitation and health care services thus increasing poverty levels and widening the gap between the rich and the poor. Thus, it is becoming very important to pursue a rights-based approach in order to overcome the negative impacts of these neo-liberalism policies. The human rights approach is relevant in this context due to its emphasis that development cannot be pursued independently of the fulfilment of the rights of the vulnerable people. Therefore, this study is very essential as it aims at informing policy/law makers, researchers, and legal practitioners of the gaps in the water laws, policies and institutions that should be addressed in order to ensure sufficient, acceptable and accessible water to every Ugandan. The study also

---

33 Migereko (n32 above) 6.
35 Uganda National Urban Profile (n32 above) 25.
36 Uganda National Urban Profile (n32 above) 25.
37 General Comment No. 15 (n16 above) Para. 12.
38 General Comment No. 15 (n16 above) Para. 13-16.
39 General Comment No. 15 (n16 above) Para. 20-29.
intends to propose practical strategies that are needed in incorporating a human rights-based approach in Uganda’s water laws, policies and institutions.

1.4  Research Question

To what extent do Uganda’s legal, policy and institutional frameworks adequately promote the realisation of the human right to water?

1.5  Literature Survey

Various scholars have written about the importance of the recognition of the human right to water. Joyeeta Gupta et al noted that the recognition of the right to water in countries’ laws and policies converts political intentions into legal entitlements which can be utilised by the vulnerable groups to demand for access to water while placing an obligation on the government to promptly ensure the realisation of the right. He further noted that the liberalisation policies that have been employed in the water sector have further disenfranchised the poor. This is principally attributable to the fact that water contractors often maintain that they are only accountable to their shareholders and thus international human rights obligations do not apply to them.

In arguing for the importance of the recognition of the right to water, Rebecca Bates argues that the right to water is a customary right. She emphasises that the right to water has been implicitly and explicitly recognised in several international agreements as well as the various state practices shown by recognition of the right in their legislation as well as jurisprudence. She mentions documents like the General Comment No. 15 of the CESC, the UNGA resolution on the human right to water as well as the Mar Del Plata Action Plan as examples of the explicit recognition of the right to water. She however emphasises that the recognition of this right in these various documents does not imply that the government should provide each individual with which ever amount of water they desire but should put in place favourable laws and policies to ensure that every individual’s basic water requirements can be met.

---

41 Gupta et al (n40 above) 300.
43 Bates (n42 above) 282-292.
44 Bates (n42 above) 283.
The Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) have played a very crucial role in the recognition of water as an issue that needs to be given attention.\(^{45}\) As a result of the MDGs, there has been increased recognition that without the efficient utilisation of water resources, the other development goals such as the ones on maternal health, education, gender equality, reduction of poverty and environmental sustainability will not be realised.\(^{46}\) However, the MDGs have been criticised for only seeking to attain minimum targets and their emphasis on quantity rather than quality thus ignoring the meeting of human rights obligations.\(^{47}\) Nonetheless, they have prompted discussions as to how the rights-based approach can be utilised for the realisation of the right to water.

One of such discussions is the one advanced by P.B Anand in which he makes a linkage between the MDGs and rights and argues that the adoption of the right to water can contribute to the achievement of the MDGs.\(^{48}\) He emphasises that the right to water does not only focus on claims from duty bearers but also highlights duties, responsibilities as well as institutions mandated to provide water. He mentions Uganda as one of those countries whose constitution provides for the right to water and where there has been a significant increase in access to water.\(^{49}\) However, he does not examine the extent to which these constitutional provisions have directly impacted this access and whether this access has improved across the board to include the most vulnerable regions as well as individuals. He however, emphasises that a human right to water implies giving priority to drinking water especially for the vulnerable people who do not have access to basic water supply.\(^{50}\)

However the issue of the right to water in Uganda and how it can be incorporated in Uganda’s laws and policies has not been effectively examined. Rose Mwebaza examines the progress of Uganda in attaining the MDG target on water and sanitation with a focus on the governance framework for the delivery of water and sanitation services. She examines the extent to which Uganda adheres to the key principles of governance in the delivery of

\(^{48}\) Anand (n46 above) 515.
\(^{49}\) Anand (n46 above) 518-520.
\(^{50}\) Anand (n46 above) 517.
Despite proposing the adoption of the human rights-based approach as one of the strategies for meeting the MDGs, she does not explicitly show how Uganda’s policies, laws and institutions can be revised to include the key human rights principles as they have been elaborated on in the General Comment No. 15 of the CESC.\textsuperscript{52}

S.V Berg and S. Mugisha examine the most ideal technology to be adopted in serving the urban poor using a study area of a certain part of Kampala the capital city of Uganda. They argue that pre-paid water metres can meet both the urban poor needs as well as institutional sustainability.\textsuperscript{53} They also argue for procedural justice as opposed to distributive justice, which can best be achieved with the usage of pre-paid water metres.\textsuperscript{54} However, very little mention is made to the human rights implications of pre-paid water metres.

The study undertaken, by PM Mpanga, is one that is most closely related to this research. The study analysed the right to water in Uganda, however, it focused on a village in Mukono district.\textsuperscript{55} Therefore, this study takes a broader and more in-depth approach in examining Uganda’s laws, policies and institutions’ compliance with human rights principles.

\textbf{1.6 Methodology}

This research will primarily use the desk research method. Information that has been written on water pertaining to Uganda, other countries and about the international instruments will be carefully analysed in order to further develop this line of argument. However, in a few instances, where possible, some key informants will be utilised to further elaborate on the topic. In all instances, ethical considerations will be adopted by acknowledging the source of information as well as obtaining consent in case of interviews with key informants.


\textsuperscript{52} R Mwebaza (n51 above) 46.

\textsuperscript{53} S V Berg and S Mugisha ‘Pro-poor water service strategies in developing countries: Promoting justice in Uganda’s urban project’: National Water and Sewerage Corporation, October 2010 Kampala, Uganda 1.

\textsuperscript{54} Berg and Mugisha (n53 above) 5.

1.7 Limitations of the Study
The study aims at examining Uganda’s laws, policies and institutions to ascertain the extent to which they conform to human rights norms and principles. Therefore, conducting interviews with some of the key policy makers, key staff in the various water institutions and civil society organisations working on water issues would have enhanced the research findings. However, this is not possible due to the fact of the researcher being placed far away from Uganda.

1.8 Scope/Chapter Outline
Chapter One: Introduction
This chapter provides a background to the problem, states the overall aim as well as the objectives of the study. The chapter also outlines the purpose of the study, methodology, limitations and literature review. A brief overview of the other chapters is also laid out.

Chapter Two: International Provisions on the Right to Water
This chapter discusses the different instruments at international level that protect the right to water. The journey taken both at international and regional level to concretise the right to water is examined as well as gaps in the operationalisation of these instruments that might hinder their full implementation by the various state parties. The study also identifies the human rights principles espoused in these instruments and these set the standard for measuring the extent to which Uganda abides by its international obligations.

Chapter Three: Legal, Policy and Institutional Framework
This chapter analyses the constitutional provisions on water in a bid to examine whether they fulfil human rights principles. Additionally, Uganda’s major policies and statutes on water are critically analysed in order to ascertain the extent to which they are in line with human rights principles. The gaps in these policies are identified and compared to approaches used elsewhere in realising the right to water. Finally, the chapter looks at the institutions that have been set up to manage, distribute and monitor water supply in order to find out whether the approaches they take are rights based.

Chapter Four: Conclusions and Recommendations
This chapter draws conclusions from the findings in the previous chapters. The chapter proposes specific recommendations to be undertaken in order to overcome the challenges
and shortcomings identified. In suggesting recommendations, an attempt is made to tailor the recommendations to the findings in order to avoid duplicating recommendations that have already been suggested by other researchers.

CHAPTER 2

NORMATIVE FRAMEWORK FOR THE RIGHT TO WATER UNDER INTERNATIONAL LAW

2.0 Introduction

This chapter outlines the development of the right to water at the international level. The chapter argues that the human right to water has emerged at the international level as a result of; the adoption of numerous declarations and resolutions affirming the right to water, the inextricable nature of the right in the realisation of other rights and the inclusion of the right in several countries’ constitutions. However, it is acknowledged that the right to water needs to be explicitly and independently recognised in the binding universal documents. The chapter is divided into two major sections; section one discusses developments on the right to water at the international level, while section two discusses the development of the right to water at the regional level with particular emphasis on the African region.

2.1 International Level

2.1.1 Developments before the General Comment No. 15 on Water

The right to water is a socio-economic right, which has gradually developed from an implied right to an expressed right. Its development can be traced from the development of socio-economic rights. The genesis of human rights is the Universal Declaration on Human Rights (Universal Declaration), a non-binding document spelling out key human rights principles that was developed in 1945. Article 25(1) of the Universal Declaration is of particular significance as it spelt out that everyone has the right to an adequate

---

standard of living necessary for health. The declaration was closely followed by 2 key covenants; the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) and the International Covenant on Economic Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR). The ICESCR spelt out numerous socio-economic rights but did not explicitly provide for the right to water as a free standing right.

Therefore, the right to water was not explicitly spelt out in the three key human rights documents (Universal Declaration, ICCPR and ICESCR). The reasons for the non-inclusion of the right to water are not spelt out in the travaux preparatoires of the conventions; however, scholars have offered possible explanations for its non-inclusion. They speculate that the drafters could have considered that water is a pre-requisite for human existence thus, like air; it did not need to be mentioned. Also, that the need for a provision on water was not urgent as water was perceived to be abundant at the time of the drafting of the conventions. Nevertheless, its absence from these instruments, has contributed to states’ reluctance to fully recognise the right to water as an enforceable right.

Despite its non-recognition in the key human rights documents, several conferences dating back to the 1970s adopted resolutions and declarations affirming the right to water. Key among these was the 1977 UN Mal Del Plata Water Conference, 1992 UN Conference on Environment and Development and the three World Water Forums (held in 1997 in Morroco, 2000 in Netherlands and 2003 in Japan). However, despite the acknowledgement of the right to water, the conferences laid a lot of emphasis on water as a good with immense economic value. For instance, agenda 21 that was adopted during the 1992 Rio Conference on Human Environment and Development regarded water as a ‘good’. Though, the 1999 United Nations General Assembly Resolution on the Right to

---

57 Universal Declaration (n56 above).
60 ICESCR (n59 above).
62 Maccfrey and Neville (n61 above) 681.
63 Maccfrey and Neville (n61 above) 681.
64 Maccfrey and Neville (n61 above) 681.
65 Salman and Mclnerney-Lankford (n7 above) 14-16.
Development was an exceptional one as it emphasised that the right to clean water is an essential human right for the realisation of the right to development. 67

Additionally, several group specific conventions that came after the ICESCR included provisions explicitly mentioning water. For instance, Article 24(2) of the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC) obliges state parties to combat malnutrition and disease by ensuring access to sufficient nutritious foods as well as safe drinking water. 68 Article 14(2) of the Convention on Elimination of all Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW) states that ‘State Parties shall ensure that women enjoy the right to adequate living conditions especially in relation to water supply’. 69 Article 28(2)(a) of the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD) calls upon state parties to ‘take appropriate steps to ensure access by persons with disabilities to clean water services’. 70

Furthermore, the committees charged with monitoring these conventions have made several recommendations pertaining to water in their concluding observations to states. 71 In its concluding observations to Uganda, the CRC Committee noted that many children were not adequately enjoying the pre-requisites of an adequate standard of living including food, housing, sufficient latrines and access to an adequate and safe amount of drinking water. 72 Similarly, the CEDAW Committee recommended to Burkina Faso to ensure women’s increased access to essential primary health care facilities as well as safe drinking water. 73

The adoption of the Millennium Declaration in 2000 by the United Nations General Assembly greatly contributed to bringing the issue of water to the forefront. 74 One of the targets, 7C on the MDGs, urges states to ‘halve, by 2015, the proportion of the population without sustainable access to safe drinking water and basic sanitation’. 75 However, despite the fact that the declaration spelt out several human rights principles, the goals where

75 MDGS and Beyond 2015 9 (n 74 above).
criticised for having sidelined the human rights aspect.\footnote{Alston (n45 above) 764-766.} The MDGs settled for half measures as opposed to all-inclusive solutions, as seen in target 7C above, and they were state-focused thus reinforcing the notion of privatisation, which has been heavily criticised by human rights activists.\footnote{Alston (n45 above) 764-766.}

Therefore, despite acknowledging the indispensability of water to human existence, the above developments gave minimal recognition to the human rights aspect of water. This was the case until the recognition by the Committee on Economic Social and Cultural Rights (CESCR) of an independent and applicable human right to water by way of the General Comment No. 15.\footnote{Maccfrey and Neville (n61 above) 682.}

2.1.2 The CESCR and the General Comment No. 15


1. Are General Comments Binding upon State Parties?

The General Comment is an authoritative interpretation of the provisions of the ICESCR.\footnote{Otto (n83 above) 11-14.} However, it is a non-binding document as the committee is a body of independent experts and not government representatives and thus it does not have the capacity to make binding decisions.\footnote{Otto (n83 above) 11-14.} This is derived from the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties
(VCLT) which emphasises that treaties are mutual agreements between state parties.\textsuperscript{85} Therefore, interpretation of these treaties arises from consensus among the contracting state parties either as a result of state practice in the implementation of the treaty or by expressly agreeing to the interpretation.\textsuperscript{86}

However, if contracting states do not oppose the General Comment, then it is assumed that there is inferred agreement to the interpretation of the treaty.\textsuperscript{87} Furthermore, if state practice is in line with the General Comment either through using the comment in the implementation of the particular treaty, using it to elaborate provisions in another treaty and implementing the measures in the comment, it may be said to have crystallised into binding law.\textsuperscript{88} Nonetheless, General Comments are by and large considered to be highly persuasive but not binding, however they have a lot of political and moral influence.\textsuperscript{89}

\textbf{II. Provisions in the General Comment No. 15}

In the General Comment, the CESCR emphasised that the right to water could be read into articles 11(right to an adequate standard of living) and 12 (right to health) of the ICESCR.\textsuperscript{90} That the right to water is fundamental for the realisation of an adequate standard of living and is vital for the realisation of other rights such as the right to food, right to housing and the right to the highest attainable standard of health.\textsuperscript{91} The committee further stressed that the word ‘including’ in Article 11(1) of the ICESCR’ is of particular importance as it was used to imply that the conditions for an adequate standard of living are not exhaustive.\textsuperscript{92} The committee also emphasised that the right to water is essential to the realisation of the right to life and dignity. \textsuperscript{93}

Some scholars have however argued that by reading the right to water into Articles 11 and 12 of the ICESCR, the CESCR did not firmly entrench it as a fully recognisable and independent right.\textsuperscript{94} This creates a challenge in such a way that it is difficult to claim an independent violation of the right to water if other explicit rights (right to an adequate

\textsuperscript{86} VCLT (n85 above) Art 31(3)
\textsuperscript{87} Otto (n83 above) 12
\textsuperscript{88} Otto (n83 above) 12.
\textsuperscript{89} Otto (n83 above) 11-14.
\textsuperscript{90} General Comment No.15 (n16 above) Para. 3.
\textsuperscript{91} General Comment No.15 (n16 above) Para. 3.
\textsuperscript{92} General Comment No.15 (n16 above) Para. 3.
\textsuperscript{93} General Comment No.15 (n16 above) Para. 3.
\textsuperscript{94} TS Bulto ‘The emergence of the human right to water in international human rights law: Invention or discovery?’(2011) 12 Melbourne Journal of International Law 290.
standard of living, right to life, and right to the highest attainable standard of mental and physical health) have not been violated. They further contend that the usage of the word ‘including’ by the CESCR is vague as other people might incorporate into it many other vague rights such as the right to internet services. Other critics argue that the CESCR went against the *pacta sunt servanda* principle by including provisions in the ICESCR that states did not formerly agree to be bound by.

These critics have been challenged by the proponents of the right to water that have stated that the role of the CESCR is to give interpretative guidance to the various provisions of the ICESCR. They also stated that the treaties ought to be interpreted purposively and not restrictively in order to give full meaning to their object and purpose. Therefore, the CESCR deemed that, in light of the fact that water is one of the most essential conditions for survival, it is a guaranteed element of the right to an adequate standard of living. This disregards other rights that might be ideal for an adequate and comfortable standard of living but not necessarily vital for human existence. These same proponents assert that treaties should not be drafted in exact terms that do not allow for developments at international level but should be drafted in an expansive manner to allow for their continuous relevance to changing situations.

The CESCR further elaborated on the normative content of the right by stressing that the realisation of the right to water requires that water is of quality (free from substance that endangers people’s health and of an acceptable colour, odour and smell); is accessible (in terms of distance, affordable, non-discriminatory and also involves the right to acquire information pertaining to water) and is available (sufficient and continuous for personal and domestic use). The General Comment also highlights key human rights principles that must be adhered to in the implementation of the right to water, which include; non discrimination, equality (provides for substantive equality), participation, access to legal and other remedies and accountability.
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The CESCR also highlighted state parties’ obligation to respect, protect and fulfil the right to water.\textsuperscript{105} The obligation to respect requires state parties to desist from Acts that might either directly or indirectly infringe on the enjoyment of the right to water.\textsuperscript{106} The obligation to protect obliges state parties to prevent third party interference in the enjoyment of the right to water.\textsuperscript{107} While, the obligation to fulfil requires state parties to take positive measures to assist in the enjoyment of the right, provide appropriate education concerning water issues and provide water in circumstances where individuals are completely unable to access it.\textsuperscript{108}

The General Comment emphasised the importance of Article 2(1) of the ICESCR which requires states to take concrete and targeted steps, to the maximum of available resources, to realise the right to water and to avoid any retrogressive steps except in unavoidable circumstances.\textsuperscript{109} When taking these steps, states should recognise the importance of international cooperation and thus take coordinated and separate actions aimed at the full realisation of the right to water.\textsuperscript{110} It was however emphasised that international cooperation should not in any way interfere with the enjoyment of the right to water.\textsuperscript{111}

The CESCR further spelt out several minimum core obligations that are immediately realisable.\textsuperscript{112} These are; ensuring access to the minimum amount of water sufficient for personal, domestic use and for preventing diseases, the minimum amount set out is in line with the WHO guidelines which require 50 litres of water for each individual for all domestic and personal uses\textsuperscript{113}; ensure that water facilities are accessible to all especially the marginalised groups; guarantee that personal security is not threatened in the process of accessing water; ensure equitable access to all available water facilities; put in place and operationalise a national water strategy as well as a plan of action and regularly monitor them in a participatory manner, regularly monitor the degree of realisation of the right to water, put in place relatively low cost target programmes particularly for the vulnerable groups; undertake measures to prevent, treat and control diseases connected
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to water; ensure physical access to water facilities at agreeable distances and avoid long waiting times.\textsuperscript{114}

Critics have however maintained that some of the core obligations might be difficult for impoverished states to immediately realise due to the limited resources available in these countries.\textsuperscript{115} For instance, the core obligation of ensuring minimum access for all and the one ensuring physical access for all to water facilities, cannot be realised immediately as they require huge technological, financial and human resources.\textsuperscript{116} Furthermore, as mentioned above, the General Comment is a non-binding document so states might not feel obliged to implement the provisions therein.\textsuperscript{117} The CESCR goes ahead to require states that are in position to offer assistance to offer economic and technical assistance to help in the fulfilment of the minimum obligations.\textsuperscript{118}

However, due to the financial crises that have plagued the developed world in recent times, the developed countries are increasingly shifting focus to address the challenges within their countries and this has substantially cut the amount of aid to other countries.\textsuperscript{119} Additionally, developed countries tend to attach a lot of conditionalities to the aid, which might not necessarily be in line with realisation of human rights principles. These factors thus affect the immediate implementation of the minimum obligations. However, despite the shortcomings raised above, the General Comment No. 15 played a great role in elaborating on the right to water and affirming that the right needs to be recognised and enforced.

In addition to the elaboration of the General Comment, the CESCR has repeatedly emphasised the need to uphold the right to water in its concluding observations to states. In its concluding comments to Azerbaijan in 2004, the CESCR urged the state to undertake measures to ensure the safeguarding of fundamental economic social and cultural rights for the refugees and internally displaced persons especially adequate housing, food and water.\textsuperscript{120} Similarly, in its observations to Iraq in 1997, the CESCR requested the state to
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take every initiative to ensure access to portable water by the population especially in the rural areas.121

2.1.3 Developments after the General Comment

The sub-commission on the promotion and protection of human rights further supplemented on the work of the CESCR by coming up with guidelines of the realisation of the right to drinking water and sanitation in 2006 aimed at facilitating various stakeholders in implementing the right to water.122 This was closely followed by a study on equitable access to safe drinking water and sanitation presented to the Human Rights Council in 2007 by the High Commissioner for Human Rights in which he emphasised that the time was ripe to consider access to safe drinking water and sanitation as a human right.123 In 2008, the United Nations Human Rights Council established the mandate of the independent expert on the issue of human rights obligations related to access to safe drinking water and sanitation.124 In 2011, the mandate was extended and its title was changed to Special Rapporteur on the Human Right to Water and Sanitation further cementing the importance of this right.125

These developments laid the ground for the subsequent adoption of a resolution by the United Nations General Assembly (UNGA) in 2010 recognising the right to safe and drinking water and sanitation as a human right to which 122 Countries assented and 41 abstained themselves.126 However, the resolution just like the General Comment is a non-binding document thus merely places a moral obligation to recognise the right to water.127

In 2010, the Human Rights Council asserted the existence of a human right to water by confirming the UNGA resolution and emphasising that the right to water and sanitation is derived from the right to an adequate standard of living.128 Shortly after this, the Special
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Rapporteur on the Human Right to Water stated that the Human Rights Council affirmation asserted the existence of the right to water and sanitation as a legally binding right.\textsuperscript{129}

The affirmation of the human right to water at the international level is a very important step in ensuring access to water by populations around the world. However, numerous challenges still exist especially in regard to operationalisation of this right. One of the outstanding challenges is the fragmentation in water governance right from the UN level, which is characterised by competing approaches and practices within the 28 UN agencies.\textsuperscript{130} This lack of consensus was witnessed during the adoption of the UNGA resolution where several developed countries such as the USA abstained from voting stating that the way the right was framed in the resolution was not supported by existing international law.\textsuperscript{131}

As a result of a lack of a united front in the UN on the right to water, other discourses have permeated through and become even stronger such as those arguing that water should be distributed equitably without giving priority to any sector.\textsuperscript{132} Another discourse is the one by the development practitioners who regard water as an economic good and fronted this approach throughout the world water forums.\textsuperscript{133} Thus, despite emphasising the prioritisation of water in the Poverty Reduction Strategies, water is treated as a basic need and not as a right.\textsuperscript{134} These varying discourses have influenced the extent to which the right to water has been recognised and implemented at the regional as well as the national level.

2.2 Regional Level

Neither the European Convention on Human rights\textsuperscript{135} nor the European Social Charter (1961)\textsuperscript{136} directly provide for the human right to water. However, they have taken several steps in order to offer protection for the right to water. For instance, in 2001, the
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European Charter on Water Resources was adopted by the European Council of Ministers\textsuperscript{137} and in 2009, a resolution was passed by the European Parliamentary Assembly urging for the recognition of the human right to water.\textsuperscript{138}

On the other hand, despite the fact that most of the key treaties at the American Regional level do not explicitly provide for the right to water, several provisions in these treaties infer a right to water. These include; Articles 1(right to life) and 11(right to health) of the American Declaration on the Rights and Duties of Man (1948),\textsuperscript{139} Article 26 of the 1969 American Convention on Human Rights which urges states to progressively realise economic social and cultural rights,\textsuperscript{140} Article 11(1) (right to a healthy environment and to access to basic public services) and Article 12(1) (right to adequate nutrition for everyone) of the 1988 San Salvador Protocol on Economic Social and Cultural Rights.\textsuperscript{141} In addition, several countries in the American Region have explicitly recognised the right to water in their constitutions such as Bolivia, Uruguay and Nicaragua.\textsuperscript{142} Special attention is now turned to the African Regional system.

\subsection*{2.2.1 African Regional System}

The African Charter on Human and People’s Rights (African Charter) is a bit unique as it provided for both civil and political rights on the same level as social and economic rights.\textsuperscript{143} Scholars have contended that several factors pushed the African leaders to advocate for the inclusion of socio-economic rights together with civil and political rights in the African Charter.\textsuperscript{144} These included; the need to reverse the negative impacts of colonialism on Africa’s socio-economic development, high levels of underdevelopment in most post colonial states characterised by endemic poverty, malnutrition and numerous preventable diseases.\textsuperscript{145}
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The right to water is not explicitly provided for in the African Charter, however the subsequent treaties have provided for it. One of such treaties is the African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child, Article 14(2)(c), which requires states to take measures to ensure the ‘provision of adequate nutrition and safe drinking water’. In addition, the Protocol to the African Charter on Human and People’s Rights on the Rights of Women in Africa (Maputo Protocol) explicitly provided for the right to water. The Maputo Protocol included water among the key requirements for fulfilling the right to food security as Article 15(a) mentions that states shall guarantee the right to nutritious and sufficient food for the women by providing them with access to clean drinking water.

The African Commission has gone ahead to include the right to water in several other persuasive but non-binding documents. For instance, in 2011, the African Commission adopted State Party Reporting Guidelines for Economic Social and Cultural Rights in the African Charter in which it emphasised state parties’ obligation to report on the measures taken to realise the right to water and sanitation. In the same year, the African Commission adopted Draft Guidelines on Economic Social and Cultural Rights in the African Charter where it spelt out the right to water and sanitation as one of the key rights derived from Articles 4 (right to life), 5 (right to dignity), 15 (right to work), 16 (right to health), 22 (right to development) and 24 (right to environment) of the ACHPR.

In executing its role as a quasi-judicial organ, the African Commission has read the right to water into existing socio-economic rights as well as other civil and political rights. In Free legal Assistance Group and others V Zaire, the commission held that the failure of the government to ensure that vital services such as water are available is a violation of Article 16 (right to health). Additionally, in the case of Sudan Human Rights
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Organisation V the Sudan, the commission found a violation of the right to water by reading into Articles 4, 16 and 22 of the African Charter.\(^{152}\)

In one of the most crucial cases regarding socio-economic rights at the African level (the SERAC case); the Commission ruled that the contamination of water sources by the government violated the right to a satisfactory environment (24) and the right to health (16). Several countries have also included the right to water in the justiciable sections of their constitutions, these include; Kenya, Democratic Republic of Congo and South Africa.\(^{153}\)

The challenge however, is that state parties and the African Union don’t often take communications of the African Commission seriously.\(^{154}\) Furthermore, there is no system or body to ensure the enforcement of the recommendations by the African Commission.\(^{155}\) The establishment of the African Court on Human and People’s rights seemed to provide a ray of hope for the implementation of recommendations, however, so far it has not contributed much to reversing the situation.\(^{156}\)

### 2.3 Conclusion

In all, the chapter has fronted an argument that, despite the lack of an explicit provision on the right to water in the key human rights documents; the ICCPR, ICESCR and Universal Declaration, the numerous affirmations made through other group specific conventions as well as other non-binding resolutions and declarations show the emergence of the right to water. Additionally, the centrality of water in the achievement of other rights such as the right to life, right to health, right to food, right to sanitation and right to housing prove that the right to water itself is an indispensable right that can no longer be ignored. Last but not least, state practice, through recognition of the right to water in their constitutions and assenting to the numerous resolutions and declarations, depicts that states cannot continue relying on the non-recognition of water in the key instruments as a justification for non-fulfilment of the right to water.
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CHAPTER 3

LEGAL, POLICY AND INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORKS FOR THE REALISATION OF THE RIGHT TO WATER IN UGANDA

3.0 Introduction

This chapter is aimed at examining the extent to which Uganda’s laws, policies and institutions conform to human rights principles on the right to water elaborated upon in the previous chapter. It is contended that while Uganda’s numerous laws, policies and institutions fulfil certain human rights principles, they are not drafted, formulated and implemented in human rights terms. As a result, several human rights violations of the right to water go un-noticed or un-attended to. The chapter is divided into four sections; the first section briefly illustrates what the human rights-based approach to water entails, the second section analyses Uganda’s legislative framework to ascertain its conformity to human rights principles, section three assesses the extent to which Uganda’s policy framework upholds human rights norms and the fourth section analyses the institutional frameworks and their conformity to human rights principles.

From the outset, it is important to note that Uganda follows a decentralised government structure thus public service delivery such as water, education and health is implemented through the local government.\footnote{157 The Uganda Water and Sanitation Dialogues ‘Water and sanitation modes of supply in Uganda: Executive Summary’. Final Desk Study Report, December 2007 viii.} As a result, Uganda has a series of laws, policies and institutions that operate both at the national, regional and local level. Furthermore, as set out in the General Comment No. 15 on water, the chapter will focus on water for domestic purposes and personal use\footnote{158 General Comment No.15 (n16 above) Para. 12(a).}, although it is acknowledged that in certain instances, there are overlaps between water for personal use and water for other purposes.

3.1 The Human Rights-Based Approach (HRBA) to Water

The HRBA is a conceptual framework based on international human rights standards aimed at promoting and protecting human rights based on the principle that human rights should guide all development processes.\footnote{159 De Albuquerque & Roaf (n1 above) 106.} The HRBA is very instrumental in giving voice to those who are often excluded or marginalised from decision-making such as the women and the
children.\textsuperscript{160} The vulnerable people, known as rights holders, are thus identified, informed of their rights and empowered to demand and exercise them.\textsuperscript{161} The duty bearers are reminded of their obligations and their capacities are built in order for them to comply with their obligations of respecting and promoting rights.\textsuperscript{162}

The HRBA thus enables for the integration of human rights norms in laws, policies, processes and institutions.\textsuperscript{163} In the context of the right to water, the norms and standards are those espoused in General Comment No. 15 on water that have been elaborated upon in the previous chapter\textsuperscript{164}. The human rights principles are also drawn from other human rights instruments. These instruments emphasise principles of participation, accountability, empowerment, provision of adequate legal remedies, non-discrimination, equality and a special focus on the vulnerable people.\textsuperscript{165}

3.2 Legislative Framework

Uganda has committed itself to progressively realise the right to water through its ratification of numerous human rights instruments at the international and the regional level that provide for the right to water. These include the ICESCR, which Uganda ratified on 21 January 1987\textsuperscript{166}, and the CRC, which was ratified on 17 August 1990.\textsuperscript{167} At the regional level, Uganda ratified the African Children’s Charter on 17 August 1994\textsuperscript{168} and the Maputo Protocol was ratified on 22 July 2010.\textsuperscript{169}

General Comment No. 15 obliges states to set up efficient regulatory frameworks to prevent third parties from obstructing the enjoyment of the right to water in any way.\textsuperscript{170} These frameworks must provide for independent monitoring, effective public participation as well as imposition of penalties for non-compliance.\textsuperscript{171} Therefore, explicit recognition of the right to water in a country’s laws is very pertinent as it shows a state’s commitment to
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realising the right.\textsuperscript{172} The entrenchment of the right also transfers entitlements to the people that they can demand for from the state and the state is required to deliver these within the legal framework.\textsuperscript{173}

Uganda has a series of laws pertaining to water supply and sanitation. These laws apply both at the national, regional and local level as a result of Uganda's decentralised system of governance. These include; the Uganda Constitution, the Uganda Water Act (1997) Cap 152 with its regulations, Local Government Act (1997), Cap 243, National Water and Sewerage Corporation Act (1995), Cap 317, National Environment Act (1995), Cap 153.\textsuperscript{174} However, due to the limited scope of this study, all these regulatory frameworks will not be analysed. This section will only focus on the two pertinent legal instruments which guide the implementation of all the other laws pertaining to water. These are; the Uganda Constitution (1995) and the Uganda Water Act (1997), Cap 152.

3.2.1 The Constitution of Uganda

In 1995, Uganda promulgated the current constitution in order to restore constitutionalism and the rule of law back to Uganda which had, for many years, been characterised by lack of constitutionalism, oppression, political and other forms of instability.\textsuperscript{175} The constitution is aimed at providing a comprehensive framework through which all the laws, policies and institutions governing water should be established.\textsuperscript{176}

The constitution did not explicitly provide for the right to water in its Bill of Rights. Water and sanitation is mentioned in a section referred to as ‘National objectives and directive principles of state policy’. Objective XXI states that, ‘The state shall take all practical measures to promote a good water management system at all levels’. Objective XXVI subsections (i) and (ii) provide a framework for management and utilisation of natural resources including water. Subsection (i) provides, ‘the state shall promote sustainable development and public awareness of the need to manage land, air, water resources in a balanced and sustainable manner for the present and future generations’. Subsection (ii) states that,

The utilisation of the natural resources of Uganda shall be managed in such a way as to meet the development and environmental needs of present and future generations of Ugandans and in particular, the states shall take all possible measures to prevent or
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minimize damage and destruction to land, air and water resources resulting from pollution or other causes.

The appearance of these provisions in this section as opposed to Chapter 4 in the Bill of Rights puts their justiciability in question as they are merely aimed at guiding law and policy makers in interpreting laws and policy decisions.\textsuperscript{177} The amendment to the constitution in terms of article 8(A) 1 of 2005 provided a ray of hope as it elevated the status of the directive principles. It states that ‘Uganda shall be governed based on principles of national interest and common good enshrined in the national objectives and principles of state policy’.\textsuperscript{178} The justification for the insertion of this clause was given by Honourable Margaret Zziwa who stated that,\textsuperscript{179}

In order to strengthen the culture and spirit of nationalism it is important to have the minimum interests or the minimum element to be the guiding principles of state policy. And these interests must be stated in the justifiable part of the Constitution in order to give them a permanent feature, which must be implemented by all government agencies.

However, this line of thinking was frustrated in the Maternal Health Case (\textit{CEHURD v Attorney General}) that was brought to the High Court of Uganda in 2011.\textsuperscript{180} The case concerned the death of two expectant mothers in two different referral health centres as a result of negligence on the part of health workers as well as insufficient basic maternal health equipment.\textsuperscript{181} Owing to the fact, that the right to health is not guaranteed in the bill of rights, the petitioners relied on several directive principles where health is mentioned, amendment 8A and also derived the right to health from other protected constitutional provisions such as right to life (Article 22), rights of women (Article 33) and freedom from degrading and inhuman treatment (Article 24).\textsuperscript{182}

The derivation of rights from existing rights is not an entirely new approach as it has been used by courts elsewhere. For instance, India, which like Uganda has its water provisions in the directive principles of state policy, has been successful in its approach of broadly interpreting article 21 (right to life) of the Indian constitution as encompassing the right to
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water.\textsuperscript{183} In the \textit{A.P. Pollution Control Board V Prof M.V Nayadu}, the court emphasised that it was incumbent upon the state under Article 21 of the Indian constitution to ensure access to clean drinking water for the Indian population.\textsuperscript{184} Furthermore, in \textit{M.C Melta v Union of India}, the Indian Supreme Court emphasised that the state should comply with Article 21 of the constitution by refraining from limiting citizens’ access to ground water and other resources.\textsuperscript{185} This approach can also be derived from the assertion by the Committee on Economic Social and Cultural Rights (CESCR) that the right to water is vital for the realisation of other rights such as the right to life, right to dignity, right to health and right to food.\textsuperscript{186}

Nonetheless, the Ugandan Constitutional Court dismissed the case stressing that it had no jurisdiction over the matter as it lay within the ambit of the executive or the legislature.\textsuperscript{187} The position taken by the court is similar to that raised by opponents of socio-economic rights who contend that they infringe on the separation of powers doctrine.\textsuperscript{188} This point of view has been challenged by countries like South Africa that have made socio-economic rights justiciable and have gone ahead to adjudicate several socio-economic rights cases. One of such cases is the \textit{Mazibuko} case, which was brought to the South African Constitutional Court by Phiri residents of Johannesburg who were challenging the free basic water supply (6 kilolitres per household per month) as insufficient to meet the residents’ basic needs and thus inconsistent with section 27 (right to water) of the constitution.\textsuperscript{189} In this case, the court, in referring to the \textit{Treatment Action Campaign} case asserted that, \textsuperscript{190}

The Constitution contemplates rather a restrained and focused role of the courts, namely to require the state to take measures to meet its constitutional obligations and to subject the reasonableness of these measures to evaluation. Such determinations of reasonableness may in fact have budgetary implications but are not in themselves directed at re-arranging budgets. In this way, the judicial, legislative and executive functions achieve appropriate constitutional balance.
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Therefore, the court asserted that the obligation to ensure access to sufficient water did not imply the right to claim ‘sufficient water’ from the state immediately but requires the taking of reasonable, legislative and other measures to achieve the right and thus dismissed the challenge to the constitutionality of the free basic water policy.  

The *Mazibuko* case illustrates that the inclusion of the right to water in the constitution does not lead to the infringement of the separation of powers principle but allows for judicial scrutiny of the government policies, thus enabling for their continuous adjustment and improvement. Therefore, failure by the Ugandan State to accord sufficient recognition to the right to water in the constitution is a violation of key human rights norms and principles.

### 3.2.2 The Uganda Water Act (1997), Cap 152 Laws of Uganda - 2000 Edition

The government adopted a comprehensive Water Act which aims at establishing a legislative framework for the utilisation, safeguarding and governing of water resources. The Act seeks to ensure provision of clean, safe and sufficient amounts of water and to control pollution of water resources, through waste discharge which is detrimental to the health and to the environment. In order to control pollution, the Act sets out several punishments for those who are deemed to have polluted water resources including; bringing of charges against them in court and if found guilty they may be imprisoned for not more than five years. The Act also provides for the provision of water permits as well as waste discharge permits which are closely and continuously supervised and can be suspended or cancelled in cases of misuse.

However, the Water Act does not provide for a body or a specific person charged with undertaking inspection of activities to ensure that they comply with the provisions of the Act. Articles 21 and 37, which deal with inspection, set out that monitoring and approval of works shall be undertaken by ‘an authorised person’. An authorised person is defined in Article 2(1) as ‘a person acting on behalf of the minister, a director to whom powers have been delegated, an officer, a servant, an agent of an authority acting on behalf of the authority’. This implies that a water authority can be anyone working in the water sector as long as they are given the powers to act in that capacity. This weakens the monitoring role as it does not allow for consistency in reporting on outcomes from the monitoring process as well as holding someone accountable in situations where monitoring is not
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effectively executed. Therefore, in order to ensure effective inspection, there should be a body or individual, preferably chosen by the water policy committee and solely charged with undertaking the monitoring role.

The Zambian Water and Sanitation Act (1997) can be a reference point in this instance. Article 33(1) of the Act sets out that, ‘The council shall appoint inspectors to monitor, inspect and enforce the provisions in this act’, Article 33(2) states that ‘the secretary shall issue an identity card to each inspector’ and Article 34 states that ‘each inspector shall furnish the council with such reports and other information relating to an inspection as the Council may direct’.196

Furthermore, the Water Act does not sufficiently provide for the right to water as stressed by General Comment No. 15, which emphasises that the obligation to fulfil requires that the right to water be given sufficient recognition within legal systems.197 Article 4(a) of the Act states that one of the objectives of the Act is ‘to promote the provision of a clean, safe and sufficient supply of water for domestic purposes for all persons’. The use of the words ‘promote the provision’ as opposed to ‘ensure the right to water’ for all persons, fall short of the HRBA as it does not clearly emphasise that water is an entitlement for all persons. Furthermore, Article 7 states that ‘a person may (a) while temporarily at a place (b) being the resident on any land, where there is a natural source of water, use that water for domestic use’. The ‘usage’ of the term ‘may’ in this context is not certain and thus can be subject to abuse or infringement.

Uganda can learn from South Africa which in addition to its constitution went ahead to adopt the National Water Act and the National Water Services Act based on a rights-based model. Article 3(1) of the National Water Services Act states,198

197 General Comment No.15 (n16 above) Para. 26.
provision does not show the state commitment to prioritise water for personal use over any other purpose as stipulated by the General Comment on water. The General Comment stresses that, despite the fact that water is required for numerous purposes, while allocating water, priority must be given to water for domestic, personal purposes and to meet the minimum core obligations espoused in the General Comment No. 15.¹⁹⁹ The Water Act would have shown its commitment to uphold human rights principles if a provision had been included in the Act prioritizing water for domestic purposes over water for any other purpose as stipulated in the Kenya 2002 Water Act which states,²⁰⁰

The use of water for domestic purposes shall take precedence over the use of water for any other purpose and the authority may in granting any permit reserve such part of the quantity of the water in a water resource in its opinion is required for domestic purposes.

The Water Act also mandates for the formation of the Water Policy Committee (WPC) whose role is to offer advice to the minister in charge of water affairs, set national policies and coordinate revision of national legislation.²⁰¹ The composition of the WPC is however not very representative as it comprises eleven people and only two of these; the district council chairperson and the chief administrative officer, represent local government.²⁰² Due to the fact that water projects are implemented at the local government level, the structure of the WPC should be balanced enough to enable for inclusive or participatory planning. Participation is emphasised in the minimum core obligations of the General Comment on water which state that water strategies and plans of action should be developed in a participatory and transparent manner.²⁰³

The Act further requires the establishment of water and sanitation committees, water user groups and water user associations at the local community level. These are charged with managing water facilities through their maintenance and continued supervision.²⁰⁴ They also undertake revenue collection for the management of the water source under the supervision of the director of the Directorate of Water Development.²⁰⁵ However, in some instances, these have been accused of exploiting the revenue collection role by charging
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exorbitant prices on the water sources thus making it difficult for some sections of the population to afford the services.\textsuperscript{206}

Article 74(3) states that if a person on whom a notice is served within a specified period of time does not abide by the notice, the authority may disconnect any service to the land and recover its costs from the person on whom the notice is served. Disconnections do not necessarily violate human rights principles, however several considerations must be taken into account before the disconnection.\textsuperscript{207} For instance, disconnections should not infringe on the right to dignity especially by denying the vulnerable people access to minimum amounts of water necessary for basic survival.\textsuperscript{208} People who are poor often find themselves unable to afford water services due to conditions beyond their control.\textsuperscript{209} Therefore, disconnecting water sources on which they depend for their livelihood and requiring them to recover costs that they were unable to pay for in the first place, may leave them in a worse off position. This is also emphasised in the General Comment which stresses that states are required to provide water in circumstances where people are unable to realise the rights by themselves with the resources at their disposal.\textsuperscript{210}

Therefore, the gaps in these regulatory frameworks show their inadequacy in effectively complying with human rights principles, a factor that plays a role in their mode of implementation. Additionally, they have very weak enforcement mechanisms thus go against the obligation to respect the right to water articulated in General Comment No. 15 on water.\textsuperscript{211}

3.3 Policy Framework

States are required to ‘adopt a national strategy as well as a plan of action in order to implement the right to water’.\textsuperscript{212} Additionally, it is incumbent upon states to ‘adopt comprehensive and integrated strategies to ensure availability of sufficient and safe water for present and future needs’.\textsuperscript{213} Thus in fulfilling its human rights obligations, Uganda has adopted numerous policies pertaining to the water sector. These include; the National Development Plan, the National Water Policy, the National Environmental and Management Authority Policy, National Wetlands Management Policy, Fish Farming Policy,
and the National Gender Policy. It thus remains to be seen whether the substance of these policies as well as their implementation complies with human rights principles.

However, all of these policies cannot be examined within the scope of this study. Therefore, in examining Uganda’s policy framework, this section will focus on some of the most important policies as well as programmes undertaken by the government in ensuring increased access to water. The policies that are elaborated upon in this section are; the National Development Plan and the National Water Policy.

### 3.3.1 National Development Plan 2010/11-2014/15

The Uganda policy framework is placed within the wider National Development Plan (NDP) which is the national framework for poverty reduction based on the principle that improvement of the water sector will contribute to poverty reduction. The NDP replaced the Poverty Eradication Action Plan (PEAP), a government tool which was aimed at poverty eradication, economic development and social transformation. The NDP spells out governments’ commitment to increase access to water using several outcome indicators such as; access, equality, equity, hand washing, management, per capita investment and gender.

The NDP sets Uganda’s water supply target which is to increase access to safe water by 77% for the rural population and 100% for the urban population by 2015. This is far above the MDG target which requires the halving of the percentage of people without water. This target is in line with human rights principles which call for ensuring accessibility, availability and quality of water services. However, the human rights approach lays most of its emphasis on qualitative and quantitative access for each individual. This aspect is missing from the NDP which focuses on average performance and does not set out a target for individual access.

For instance, in 2013, access to water in urban areas was estimated at 70% for the urban areas and access in rural areas was at 64. However, there are still huge disparities amongst the districts; for instance, while Kaabong had 12% in 2010, Rukungiri had 90%.
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The NDP further estimated that half of the districts where still below the national average and 130 sub-counties out of the then 1024 were below 39%. Furthermore, there are many challenges associated with data collection such as the difficulty in ascertaining the reliability of the data that comes in from the districts and the fact that many assumptions are made while collecting data. For instance it is often assumed during data collection that protected springs serve 200 people per spring and boreholes serve about 300 people but in some congested areas, they serve many more people as a result of rapid population growth leading to long hours of queuing for water. Additionally, some districts have been noted to report lower figures of access than those that they have collected in order to access more funds. Therefore, the NDP approach is similar to the MDG approach which has been criticised for focusing on quantities and ignoring other social, economic, political and cultural factors.

The General Comment asserts that increasing access to water should not be restricted to volumetric quantities and technologies but should also be treated as a social and cultural good. Therefore, the reliance on figures does not comply with human rights principles which call for a special emphasis on the vulnerable people and prohibit discrimination based on any grounds including national and social origin. Furthermore, this approach does not adequately address the structural inequalities in water service delivery which are more pervasive in the rural areas.

3.3.2 The National Water Policy (1999)

The National Water Policy is the major document for water management in Uganda, which was developed as a follow-up to the Water Action Plan (1993-1994). The policy was developed in line with the constitution as well as Uganda’s goals for social and economic development, decentralisation, environmental sustainability and realisation of gender equality. The policy emphasises management of water resources in an integrated manner, the finite nature of water resources and the important function of the private
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sector in water management.\textsuperscript{232} The policy also gave due consideration to water for domestic purposes and emphasised that priority should be given to providing water for domestic purposes, which is of good quality and in adequate quantities.\textsuperscript{233}

The policy is in line with human rights principles to the extent that it has taken steps to ‘ensure sufficient coordination between national ministries, regional and local authorities with an aim of reconciling water related policies’.\textsuperscript{234} This was through its facilitation of the 2002 Sector Wide Approach (SWAP) to planning which enabled the government, together with development partners, to support an integrated Strategic Investment Programme (SIP) within the wider framework of ‘Joint Water Supply and Sanitation Programme Support’ (JWSSP).\textsuperscript{235} In 2008, the Water and Environment Sector were merged.\textsuperscript{236} Upon the merging of the sectors, JWSSSP changed to Joint Water and Environment Sector Support Programme (JWESSP).

Furthermore, the government, through its sector wide approach, has complied with the monitoring obligations required under the human rights approach. The SWAP established a comprehensive monitoring mechanism based on measurable indicators which are continuously evaluated by the annual Government/Development Partners Sector Review (JSR).\textsuperscript{237} The approach also enables for the reviewing of financial and technical performance and the preparing of annual water sector performance reports which are distributed to several stakeholders.\textsuperscript{238}

However, participation in the JSR has been considered to be very elitist as the reviews are attended by government representatives, donors and urban-based non-governmental organisations and are often organised in Kampala.\textsuperscript{239} Furthermore, some of the water projects are devised at the national level with little input from the district which is charged with the implementation of the projects.\textsuperscript{240} As a result of lack of ownership of the projects, the district leaders do not support or monitor their implementation, thus affecting the sustainability of such projects.\textsuperscript{241} Furthermore, the aspects of the policy framework that adhere to human rights principles are accidental as the government has
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not undertaken any deliberate mechanisms to monitor their compliance with human rights principles spelt out in the key human rights documents. The Ugandan government thus falls short of fulfilling its human rights obligations which call upon states to monitor the extent to which their policies are realising the right to water.\(^{242}\)

The National Water Policy adopted several guiding principles, one of which was the recognition of the vital role of women in the provision, management as well as protection of water.\(^{243}\) As a result, several frameworks have been adopted over the years within the National Gender Policy (NGP) framework aimed at ensuring that gender is mainstreamed within the water and sanitation sector.\(^{244}\) The most recent of these is the Water and Sanitation Sub-Sector Gender Strategy (2010-15).\(^{245}\) Despite the comprehensiveness of the strategy, the situation on ground has not changed much as focus is still mainly put on the inclusion of women in key decision-making structures such as the water supply boards as well as the user committees.\(^{246}\)

However, by focusing on increasing the numbers of women in decision-making structures, the policy takes a simplistic approach in achieving equality and overcoming non-discrimination for women in the water sector.\(^{247}\) Women especially those in the rural areas are disproportionately affected by lack of water as the burden of collecting water to cater for their families usually lies on them.\(^{248}\) The CESCR calls for the adoption of substantive equality in order to overcome de-facto discrimination.\(^{249}\) Viewed in this lens, the policy leans towards formal equality and thus does not comprehensively address structural challenges that hinder women from effectively enjoying their right to water.\(^{250}\)

A human rights compliant policy framework is very vital as it guides the implementation of programmes in a way that caters for all the individuals especially those that are often excluded from service delivery. Therefore, by not incorporating a rights-based approach, Uganda’s policy framework falls short of effectively addressing people’s needs.
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3.4 Institutional Framework

Institutions are very vital for the realisation of the right to water as laws and policies do not amount to much without effective implementation mechanisms. States are thus required to establish institutional mechanisms to ensure the implementation of their strategies appropriately allocate resources to these institutions and put in place accountability mechanisms to ensure that the resources are put to the right purpose.251

The institutions charged with water supply and management in Uganda are numerous and spread out at the national and the local level. These include; Ministry of Water and Environment, Directorate of Water Development (DWD), National Water and Sewerage Corporation, Local Governments, the Uganda Water and Sanitation NGO Network (UWASNET), Water User Committees, Ministry of Lands and Urban Planning, Ministry of Health, Ministry of Gender Labour and Social Development, Ministry of Education and Sports, Ministry of Finance Planning and Economic Development.252

The limited nature of this study cannot allow for an analysis of most of these institutions. This section will thus only focus on the Ministry of Water and Environment (together with the DWD), local government, National Water and Sewerage Corporation (NWSC), the private sector and development partners.

3.4.1 Ministry of Water and Environment (MWE)

The MWE is the principle body charged with water management in Uganda, which lies under the water and environment sector.253 The DWD is the principle institution that is charged with water distribution both for domestic and commercial purposes.254 It is also charged with capacity enhancement as well as other forms of support to local governments, private operators as well as other service providers. It consists of three departments; urban water supply department, rural water supply department and water resources department.255

The MWE is funded by the national budget and a series of development partners. Prioritisation of the water sector is seen through the amount of resources allocated to the water sector as noted by human rights principles which stress that states should appropriately allocate resources in order to ensure the realisation of the right to water.256
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The government annually allocates a budget to the water and sanitation sub-sector. However these funds have been noted to be decreasing annually, for instance in 2012, 489.3 billion was allocated to the water and environment sector and this amount substantially declined to 382 billion Uganda Shillings in 2013.\textsuperscript{257}

Furthermore, the water and environment sector is a very crucial one but the money disbursed to it often constitutes a minimal percentage of the national budget, for instance in 2012, the percentage to the water sector constituted a meagre 3.1\% of the national budget\textsuperscript{258} and in 2013 it reduced to 2.8\% of the national budget.\textsuperscript{259} These amounts have thus been often noted to be insufficient to meet the water demands of Uganda’s ever increasing population.\textsuperscript{260} These funds are also heavily donor dependent as can be seen from the fact that in 2012 42.5\% of the budget was funded by donor resources\textsuperscript{261} and only decreased in 2013 due to embezzlement claims that led to the freezing of funds by some donors.\textsuperscript{262} The dependency on donors opens the door to implementing donor demands and pushing their goals, which in some instances run contrary to human rights principles.

The challenge is compounded by the fact that the projected sums to the sector often differ from the sums that are actually remitted for instance in 2012, UGX 281.58 billion was approved but 244 billion was actually released.\textsuperscript{263} The funds are disbursed in a very inconsistent manner which does not allow for effective planning.\textsuperscript{264} This undermines the realisation of government human rights obligations to fulfil the right to water and also depicts lack of transparency and accountability in water resource management.

Furthermore, MWE undertakes urban water supply through the National Water and Sewerage Corporation and the private sector provides water to small towns. Rural water supply is facilitated by the government through the community based maintenance system, which is based on communities taking control of the development and supervision of their facilities.\textsuperscript{265} The government employs a demand-responsive approach in supplying water to rural communities, which requires that a request is made by communities or households for water.\textsuperscript{266} The community members or households then participate in
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deciding the method of provision.\textsuperscript{267} However, in certain instances, the demand-responsive approach may not be human rights compliant as it may discriminate against the vulnerable people. This is due to the fact that the services are mostly provided to those who often request for them because they can afford them thus leaving those who are unable to afford to rely on other unimproved water sources.\textsuperscript{268}

Moreover, despite ensuring increase in access to water through construction of water points in the form of stand pipes, water pumps and boreholes, the MWE still falls short of adhering to human rights principles that emphasise access to adequate, continuous, accessible and safe water sources. This is due to the fact that some of the improved water sources constructed by the ministry dry up during the dry season as a result of extreme drops in the water tables. As a result, water supply is cut off for the people who then resort to unsafe water sources, which are in some cases far away from where they stay.\textsuperscript{269} Additionally, some areas are often difficult to access due to the very bad roads, which are impassable during the rainy season thus cutting off services for the people.\textsuperscript{270} These areas also experience poor staffing as a result of the reluctance of many people to be placed in these hard to reach areas.\textsuperscript{271} Last but not least, the community members charged with supervising water points in the rural areas sometimes hike the prices for their personal benefit thus making them even more unaffordable for the already poor people.\textsuperscript{272}

3.4.2 The Local Government

Bringing services closer to people through decentralisation can lead to the promotion of human rights by enabling for the enhancement of transparency, accountability and participation.\textsuperscript{273} However, decentralisation might sometimes hinder the realisation of human rights especially in instances where local governments do not possess the financial or technical capacity to ensure availability, affordability and accessibility to safe water.\textsuperscript{274}

The local government is an important organ in Uganda’s decentralised government structure. It consists of districts, town councils and sub-counties that are mandated by the local government to provide water services at that level.\textsuperscript{275} Each district has a district water office charged with managing, improving and supervising of water facilities.\textsuperscript{276} Local
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governments work in close consultation with the Ministry of Water and Environment to contract and manage private firms for piped areas in the urban centres, which are not under National Water and Sewerage Corporation. Private operators offer maintenance services and manage water services in small towns and peri-urban areas. Additionally, every district has a district water and sanitation coordination committee with several district stakeholders charged with overseeing and coordinating water and sanitation activities at the district level.

The most important factor for the success of the decentralisation programme is coordination between actors at the national level and those at the local level. However, studies show that, despite the extensively elaborated policy framework, the linkages between these actors are still weak. Programmes, budgets and monitoring tools are still largely drafted at the national level with limited input from the district and other local stakeholders. This creates resentment, lack of ownership by the district officials and refusal to implement these programmes. Furthermore, district water offices, water service committees and the communities still lack the capacity to effectively execute their roles.

The implementation of the programmes is also characterised by corruption, which is manifested in numerous ways. These include: reporting of low figures of access in order to acquire more funds, politicians influencing the diversion of resources from one area to another, bribing in order to get reconnected, unscrupulous awarding of contracts, charging extremely high prices on water points, falsifying water meter readings, frustrating the construction of a new water point due to the need to have monopoly over the area, embezzling money collected by water committees and many others. Corruption is thus one of the biggest inhibitors to the provision of water to the people who urgently need it and thus greatly contributes to the high numbers of deaths that occur as a result of water borne diseases acquired from contaminated water sources.

By permitting the persistence of corruption, Uganda is infringing on human rights principles, which view corruption as a human rights violation. The General Comment states that any misappropriation of resources that hinders the enjoyment of rights by
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individuals or groups, especially the marginalised groups, is a violation of the obligation to fulfil the right to water. In overcoming corruption, Uganda could look at approaches taken in Zambia. The Zambia National Water and Sanitation Council and the Water Board have operationalised water watch groups and public inquiries where the community can report on the implementation of programmes as well as corrupt practices occurring in the water sector.

3.4.3 National Water and Sewerage Corporation (NWSC)

National Water and Sewerage Corporation (NWSC) is a public entity established by the NWSC Act and charged with the provision of water to large urban centres around the country and in the capital city. It currently provides water and sewerage services to 28 large urban centres. Its operations are aimed at expanding coverage, making service delivery more effective, improving labour productivity, improving water infrastructure and ensuring more investments. The NWSC has greatly enhanced access to improved water sources through establishing uniform tariffs in order to ensure equity in pricing thus contributing to the affordability of water for Ugandans.

NWSC has also undertaken to implement pro-poor activities which include the constructing of public stand posts to provide water for those who cannot afford it, building of toilets for poor people and commissioning caretakers for them. These activities, however, operate on a very small scale and thus their contribution is almost negligible. Furthermore, despite the overall improvement of the NWSC, it still leans towards the cost recovery mechanism, which lays a lot of emphasis on consumer rights as opposed to human rights. This often creates a situation where water users only enjoy their rights to access to water when they are in position to pay for the water services thus excluding those who are unable to pay for the water services.

Additionally, despite attempts to make the tariffs more affordable, the prices for connection to metered water are still high for the urban poor most of who are slum dwellers. These often rely on unimproved water sources and thus end up paying more
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for water than those who are connected to an improved water source.\textsuperscript{295} For instance, a jerry can of water currently cost between 200 and 300 shillings, which is more than 120 shillings for approximately 18 litres of water utilised when one is connected to piped water.\textsuperscript{296} This goes against human rights principles which emphasise that in achieving economic accessibility, the cost of water should not infringe on the realisation of other essential rights especially for the vulnerable members of the population and that water should be sufficient and continuous for each person.\textsuperscript{297}

### 3.4.4 Private Sector

Arguments have been forwarded for and against privatisation. Supporters of privatisation contend that water requires huge financial, technical and human resources for its effective implementation that are often not at the disposal of developing states thus necessitating the employment of external capacity.\textsuperscript{298} The opponents claim that the profit maximisation aim of privatisation makes it impossible to pursue a human rights-based approach based on principles of participation and non-discrimination.\textsuperscript{299} Additionally, that it takes the provision of key public services from the hands of the government to the private sector rendering them unaffordable.\textsuperscript{300}

The experience of privatisation in the Uganda water sector can be said to be both positive and negative. In the 1990s, Uganda started strongly pursuing a privatisation strategy aimed at bringing in more investments and more private management.\textsuperscript{301} These permeated into the water sector as it was hoped that they would improve water coverage and reduce the inefficiencies in the public water sector.\textsuperscript{302} To this end, the National Water and Sewerage Corporation underwent numerous reforms under the Public Enterprises Reform and Divestiture Act (1993) aimed at making it viable for privatisation.\textsuperscript{303} These attempts were not successful but the reforms enabled the NWSC to improve its operations thus enabling it to become one of the most functional water corporations in Africa.\textsuperscript{304}
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\caption{Figure 1: Map of Uganda showing the location of the water and sanitation facilities.}
\end{figure}
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Nonetheless, the management of urban centres in small towns is privatised.\(^ {305}\) The private firms undertake activities such as system design and construction, maintenance of water supply systems, supplying water equipment such as pipes, pumps, and meters.\(^ {306}\) Their involvement has led to several improvements such as enhanced record keeping, improved water access, lower levels of water interruptions.\(^ {307}\) However, several shortcomings have been noted in the private sector such as; lack of transparency in awarding contracts, inflation of costs, poor supervision, and installation of outdated equipment.\(^ {308}\) This undermines human rights principles of accountability, state obligation to respect, protect and fulfil the right to water. The inflation of costs hikes water prices thus making it difficult for the poor people to afford improved water sources. Therefore, monitoring systems for private operators should be strengthened and also supplemented by low cost measures to cater for those who are completely unable to access water through the private operators.

3.4.5 Development Partners

Donor assistance is very vital in the realisation of the right to water. The General Comment on water echoes Article 2(1) and Articles 11 and 23 of the ICESCR which urge states to recognise the purpose of international cooperation and assistance to enable for the progressive realisation of the right to water.\(^ {309}\) However, it is emphasised that any international assistance should not be provided in a manner that is inconsistent with the covenant as well as other human right standards.\(^ {310}\) Uganda heavily relies on donor support in order to finance its budget, for instance in 2012, donor support accounted for 42.5%\(^ {311}\) of the budget to the water and sanitation sector while in 2011 it accounted for 27%.\(^ {312}\) Some of the major donors that fund Uganda’s water sector include; the World Bank, African Development Bank, European Union and the German government.\(^ {313}\)

Due to their substantial financial contribution to the water sector, donors strongly influence policy formulation. For instance, Uganda’s Poverty Support Reduction Programmes (PSRPs) are strongly influenced and gradually improved in line with the World Bank and International Monetary Fund goals and targets.\(^ {314}\) Additionally, the Sector Wide
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Approach (SWAP) mentioned above is jointly undertaken by the government and the development partners who agree on a plan of action as a way of enhancing the performance of the sector. The SWAP is different from budget support where the government has full autonomy of the funds given. With the SWAP approach, the donors exert a considerable level of control over the utilisation of funds though they allow for some level of innovation and adjustment by the government in its objectives and projected plans. This allows for greater efficiency as the donor monitors whether the allocated funds are put to the right purpose, however there is often an implied expectation for the government’s objectives and programmes to be in line with donor goals.

Donor influence therefore, affects the extent to which the government adheres to human rights principles in that if the donor goals are human rights compliant, the government will align its goals to be more human rights compliant and vice versa. For instance, at the height of the government’s attempts to privatise the National Water and Sewerage Corporation in the late 1990s and early 2000s, it was accused by civil society organisations, of promoting privatisation merely as a means to appease donor interests in order to acquire more funds. This view was cemented by the fact that donors were in favour of reform strategies that sought to promote privatisation as a way of reducing inefficiencies and improving water management. Therefore, due to the influence they exert on policy formulation and programme implementation, donors should also be held accountable to ensure that activities undertaken extraterritorially do not violate human rights as elaborated upon by the Maastricht Principles on Extraterritorial Obligations of States in the area of Economic Social and Cultural Rights.

3.5 Conclusion

This chapter has illustrated that Uganda has numerous laws, policies as well as institutions that are directly and indirectly charged with ensuring safe, sufficient and continuous access to water in Uganda. These are comprehensively drafted and thus in some instances make mention of human rights norms and principles. However, this is more accidental
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rather than deliberate and can be attributed to the similarities between human rights norms and other frameworks. However, by and large, Uganda’s legal, policy and institutional frameworks are not drafted and implemented in cognisance of human rights norms and thus often fall short of effectively fulfilling human rights principles on the right to water. This calls for the need to concretise the human rights principles in the laws, policies and institutions pertaining to water in Uganda in order for them to sufficiently contribute to the realisation of the right to water.
CHAPTER 4

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The study set out to investigate whether Uganda laws, policies and institutions adhere to human rights norms and principles on the right to water. In order to effectively undertake this study, it was imperative to ascertain whether a human right to water has emerged at the international level.

The study confirmed that indeed the right to water has emerged at the international level as a result of three major factors; the numerous resolutions and declarations that have been adopted by countries confirming the need to protect the right to water, through the acknowledgement of the indispensability of the right to water for the realisation of other rights such as the right to food, right to housing, right to health, right to life and right to dignity and also through state practice shown through the inclusion of provisions on the right to water in their constitutions. After confirming the existence of the right at the international level, the study turned to Uganda to find out whether it’s legal, policy and institutional frameworks adhere to the rights-based approach.

4.1 Summary and Conclusion

4.1.1 Legal Remedies

The study established that Uganda has ratified numerous regional and international binding treaties that call for the realisation of the right to water. However, it has not taken concrete steps to domesticate these treaties and implement the provisions therein. This can be deduced from the fact that Uganda’s laws and policies do not espouse human rights principles both in their formulation as well as their implementation.

The provisions on the right to water in the Ugandan constitution are found in the directive principles of state policy as opposed to the bill of rights thus leaving their justiciability in question. Furthermore, the courts decided that the social economic objectives in the directive principles are not in their domain and thus it is up to the legislature and executive to decide on them. This illustrates the inadequacy of the constitution as well as the judicial bodies to address the infringements on the right to water.
The National Water Act is the principle regulatory instrument from which all other instruments in the water sector derive their mandate. However, it is not crafted in human rights terms and this affects its mode of implementation which is often not compliant with human rights principles. Furthermore, attempts have not been taken to bring it in line with human rights principles in the General Comment on water and other human rights instruments.

As a result of Uganda’s weak regulatory systems, several human rights violations continue to occur in the water sector including; pollution of water sources, discharge of waste in public water sources and the perpetrators of these violations often go unpunished. These violations have several adverse physical, economic and social consequences on the people who rely on these water sources especially the vulnerable people.

4.1.2 Policy Framework

Uganda’s policy framework adheres to certain human rights principles such as; continuous monitoring and policy adjustment encourages some level of participation in policy drafting and implementation and it aims at progressively increasing access to water for Ugandans. However, the policies are not drafted in human rights terms and also do not take stock of the human right developments that occur at the international level pertaining to the right to water. These policies tend to lean towards donor goals and objectives and this is not surprising considering that a substantial amount of Uganda’s programmes and projects are funded by donor funds hence the need to conform to donor expectations in order to ensure continued support. However, in some instances, this undermines their adherence to human rights principles.

The policies are also more aligned to the MDG approach of increasing numbers of people with access to water. However, these numbers often ignore the high levels of inequality in several areas in Uganda, varying levels of availability of water and access to safe water. Thus, while the average percentage of the number of people who can access water is seen to be increasing, some areas are stagnating and others are even declining. This undermines the principle of non-discrimination which emphasises the putting in place of measures to ensure that the most vulnerable members of the population have access to basic amounts of water. This also applies to the gender policies which are often geared towards increasing the number of women representatives in decision-making structures. While this is a positive step in realising gender equality in the water sector, it is not often coupled with measures aimed at eliminating the structural factors that hinder women’s equal access to water.
Additionally, participation in policy-making is largely national and urban-based and thus excludes policy makers at the local level who are charged with the implementation of the policies. This affects their level of ownership of the water projects hence their lack of sustainability. This also excludes the vulnerable people who are most affected by lack of access to adequate and improved water sources.

The study also identified pervasive levels of corruption in policy implementation characterised by embezzlement of funds, colluding with the lawbreakers, unfairly hiking water prices to make extra profit and diverting resources. The study stressed that corruption leads to violation of several human rights principles of participation, accountability as well as the obligation to respect which requires refraining from infringement of peoples’ right to water.

4.1.3 Institutional Framework

Several institutions have been set up to manage and ensure access to water both at the national, regional and local level. These institutions often undergo monitoring in order to review their performance and improve their operations. However, these are faced with resource challenges as the financial resources disbursed to the sector are often way below what is necessary to accomplish their goals. Additionally, there is often a discrepancy between the money projected and that which is actually sent to the water and environment. The money is also disbursed in an inconsistent manner thus frustrating the planning process. Misappropriation of these resources also greatly contributes to their inability to effectively improve access to water. Corruption has also led to decreased trust among development partners leading to the cutting of funds.

The issue of affordability of the water also still looms large as the poor people cannot afford to connect to piped water and thus resort to buying water from private service providers. The water purchased from private service providers has been noted to often cost more than the water for those who are connected to piped water systems and is also subject to unnecessary hiking of prices by the water vendors in order to get more profits. The poor people thus resort to accessing water from unimproved water sources thus exposing them to several water related diseases.
4.2 Recommendations

In light of the above, in order for Uganda’s laws, policies and institutions to effectively contribute to the realisation of the right to water, the following specific recommendations are proposed;

4.2.1 Strengthen Regulatory and Policy Frameworks

Uganda should undertake to strengthen the constitutional provisions on the right to water. Therefore, the amendment to the constitution in terms of Article 8A(1) should be operationalised thus making directive principles of state policy justiciable. This will enable individuals whose right to water has been violated to seek redress from the courts of law. It will also enable for public and judicial scrutiny of the water laws, policies and institutions thus enabling for their continuous improvement.

Uganda should domesticate the international treaties that it has ratified and must also; undertake measures in order to bring its water laws, policies and institutions in conformity with the international standards on the human right to water. Thus, the government should ensure that the laws and policies that are not in line with human rights principles on water are amended or repealed.

The regulatory frameworks both at the national and local level should be strengthened in order to ensure that those who infringe on the right to water through pollution, discharge of waste in public water sources are adequately punished. To this end, the government should strengthen the monitoring of the water permit system to ensure that the permits are being given and used for the right purpose.

Private vendors and operators should be required to register and give their locations so that they are frequently monitored to ensure that they do not charge exorbitant prices. The award of tenders to private operators should also be closely monitored to ensure that those who are selected possess the required skills.

Civil society should be instrumental in undertaking public interest litigation and lobbying the courts to enforce socio-economic rights. Civil society should also lobby government to fulfil its international human rights obligations including the submission of periodic reports to the human rights treaty bodies.
4.2.2 Monitoring and Accountability Mechanisms

Government should strengthen its audit systems and undertake constant monitoring to ensure that the disbursed funds are put to the right purpose. Those who embezzle or misappropriate funds should be given stricter punishments such as public embarrassment, imprisonment and requiring them to return the amounts of money embezzled.

Civil society should enhance its watchdog role by monitoring government programme implementation, budget allocation, and through active participation in the annual joint sector review meetings. Civil society should also actively engage in building capacities of government stakeholders to enable them to incorporate the HRBA in water management.

Development partners and private operators should also undergo scrutiny to ensure that they are human rights compliant and are thus adhering to the principles pronounced in the Maastricht Principles on extraterritorial obligations in the area of socio-economic rights.

4.2.3 Participation and Non-Discrimination

Since project implementation occurs at the grassroots, project formulation should also start from the grassroots as opposed to the top down approach that is currently used. Communities should be empowered to effectively understand their role as rights holders and to monitor water projects in their areas to ensure that human rights principles are being observed. They should also be involved in identifying challenges faced in water consumption and devising possible solutions to those challenges. In this way, the solutions devised will be appropriate to the community in question and thus they will be in position to own the projects and work towards their sustainability. Additionally, all planning mechanisms should have both the local and national stakeholders effectively represented.

The government should take stock of the disparities between regions as some districts lie in the semi-arid region and others are hard to reach due to poor infrastructure. In such cases, special arrangements should be undertaken to ensure that regions that go without water due to the reduction of the water table in the dry season are facilitated to be able to have access to water.

The government should put in place low cost measures for the urban and rural poor who cannot afford to be connected to the piped water system. These low cost measures should be regularly monitored to ensure that they are not hijacked by private groups or individuals seeking to gain profit from them.
The social, economic and cultural challenges that the marginalised groups such as the women, children and people with disabilities face while accessing water should be put into consideration. These include; the impact of the distance of the water source for women’s and girls’ security, gender roles that ascribe to women and girls the role of collecting water, challenges pertaining to the hygiene and health needs of women. Thus, the policies and programmes should not only be geared at increasing the number of women in decision-making positions but in enabling them to overcome these structural challenges. Therefore, in cases whereby, due to these circumstances, they are completely unable to access water, the government should undertake special measures to ensure access to a minimum amount of water for basic sustenance.
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